
INTRODUCTION
India is a land of philosophy of nature and its conservation Gandhi preached, plain living, high

thinking. Gandhi’s model of economic growth is a kin to the sustainable growth which the present day
environmentalists recognize and Mrs.Indira Gandhi’s speech on 1970’s conference on Human
Environment was highly acclaimed. She established a National Committee for Environmental planning
and co operation. Soon after a series of enactment of environmental laws for Environmental protection-
were passed in the parliament, the U.N. conference on the world wild life protection Act 1972 was
enacted (8).

Environment movement is an expression of the socio-ecological effects of narrowly conceived
development based on short-term criteria of exploitation. The movements are revealing how the
resource intensive demands of development have built-in ecological destruction and economic
deprivation (9). In this paper the researcher focused on the movements that awaken environmental
concern in India; the “Chipko Movement” in the Himalaya, Appiko (Chalewali) Movement in the Uttar
Kannada region of Karnataka, “Save the Narmada Movement” in central India, the “Save Silent
Valley” in Kerala and Dehradoon Valley Protection Movement in hills of Himalaya state as case
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ABSTRACT
The environment protection movements in India was a concerned of both environmental preservation and
issues of economic equity and social justice. The aim of this research was to find environment movements
that occurred in India. In this research paper the researcher focused on the movements that awaken
environmental protection concern in India. All the information was gathered from books, researches
published by various researchers and electronic media. The researcher while reviewing gathered five major
environmental movements that had occurred in India. The Chipko Movement in the Himalaya, Appiko
(Chalewali) Movement in the Uttar Kannada region of Karnataka, Save the Narmada Movement in central
India, Silent Valley Movement in the Malabar region of Southern India, Dehradoon Valley Protection
Movement in hills of Himalaya state were discussed as examples in this paper. The Movements occurred
at a time when there were few environment movements in the developing world. These environment
movements had helped to plant the idea of the need to preserve the bond with nature deeply in the
communal awareness. In that sense these Movements had changed the term of debate about development
in an essential way.
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